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On a sunny day, two small dinosaurs 
are walking across the plain. One of 
them, an adventurous triceratops, 
suddenly starts chasing a lovely blue-
tinged dragonfly. His friend, a small 
stegosaurus with a thorny back, tries to 
follow him, but above all to warn him 
that he is about to cross the border of an 
unknown land, bounded by a magical 
rainbow. Before they know it, the two 
friends find themselves in the middle of 
the jungle. 

A few metres away, a strange long-
necked creature hears the two little 
dinosaurs bickering. It is a giraffe and it is 
about to come to their rescue. Surprised 
to discover these two creatures she had 
never met before, she hears one of them 
asking worriedly:  

- Where are we? 
- You are in the jungle, the giraffe replies. 
How did you get here?



Suddenly, the little stegosaurus 
remembers passing under a magic 
rainbow while following his friend. 

With the help of her long neck, the giraffe 
takes a look at the magical rainbow in 
the distance and decides to help them 
get back to their land. 

On the road, the two dinosaurs observe 
fruits and vegetables they had never 
seen before but which strangely remind 
them of the colours of the rainbow they 
have just passed under. 

Their curious eyes come across yellow 
fruits hanging from trees in the shape 
of a smile; pink balls hanging from long 
leaves; green clouds growing under their 
feet and many other strange shapes!

Reading the surprise on the faces of her 
two new friends, the giraffe explains 
that each of these fruits and vegetables 
has a super power with very fun 
properties!

- This is a banana, she said, pointing to 
the yellow smile. If you eat it, you will 
smile all day long! The pink ball, she 
continues, is a dragon fruit, look at its 
polka dot flesh; if you eat it, I guarantee 
you a little bit of whim that makes life 
much more fun!



The two dinosaurs enjoy the story of 
their friend the giraffe and the fruit and 
vegetables they taste on the way, which 
gives them energy!

- And what is this green fruit growing 
under our feet?» asks the little 
triceratops. 
- Ah, says the giraffe. There’s nothing 
like broccoli to have brainwaves! And 
if you want to recharge your batteries, 
I advise you to eat aubergine. If you like 
the super powers of these fruits and 
vegetables, you should know that they 
are also very good for your health!

Amused by these wonderful discoveries, 
the two companions realise that they 
have finally arrived at their destination! 
The rainbow is in sight, and it is finally 
time to go home to their family. They 
hope to be able to visit their new friend 
the giraffe very soon for new adventures 
in this jungle whose treasures they now 
know!


